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About This Game

Zombies rise again at the dawn of Apocalypse! In this companion to the smash-hit Zombie Exodus, can you survive the first few
days of the zombie outbreak as the dead rise, society collapses, and the living struggle to survive?

Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven is a series of thrilling interactive survival-horror novels by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based—without animation or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Customize a character using a variety of professions, backgrounds, special challenges, and skills to survive in a brutal and
chaotic city as the Zeta virus spreads. Will you be an honorable soldier, searching through neighborhoods to aid survivors? Or
will you be a ruthless bandit who loots and robs others for needed supplies? How about a paranoid hacker, psychopathic con

artist, pragmatic scientist, or idealistic teenager? Dozens of options allow you to play the character of your choice.

Set in the Zombie Exodus world, the first part of Safe Haven focuses on the first few days of a viral outbreak which changes the
infected into mindless zombies. Explore the changes to society at the start of the pandemic. Board your house, gather supplies,
meet over a dozen other characters, and survive encounters with the living dead and even other survivors. Scavenge numerous

locations, craft items, and use a variety of skills to survive the many challenges of the apocalypse.

Part Two: Out Now!

With three brand new chapters and another 310,000 words, "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven" is now more than than 900,000 in
total! That's more than 72,000 each time you play. Given the number of paths from beginning to end, you can have a unique
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story every time and still never see all there is in "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven!"

The Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven series will continue with future stories in new locations in the coming years.

 Play as male or female, gay, straight, bi, or asexual.

 Nineteen backgrounds/professions including Soldier, Teenager, Professional Wrestler, Bank Robber, and Doctor. Or
create your own custom class.

 Choose your skill levels in eighteen different apocalyptic skills such as Stealth, Ranged Weapons, Scavenging, and
Survival. Level up your skills after each chapter and choose from hobbies to round out your character.

 Select optional challenges for your survivor. Take care of a dependent child or a pet, or deal with a phobia, compulsion,
addiction, or affliction.

 Meet other survivors each with their own personalities, motivations, desires, and flaws. Even form romantic
relationships with those you meet.
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bringing soduko back. Bob Came in Pieces is a lovely, casual physics-based puzzle game that features a story mode with 14
chapters where you main goal is to collect all the missing ship parts you have lost during a crash with a meteor. To solve the
puzzles you have to combine certain parts and attach them to one of the 8 sockets on your ship.

Additionally the game features 10+1 really challenging and cool VR missions (heavily inspired by the VR missions in Metal
Gear Solid) where you have to solve some really crazy puzzles with a pre-defined set of ship parts.

In both the adventure and the VR mode the timer can be toggled on\/off so it's up to you if you play the game the casual way
and explore the levels or go for gold and try to beat the clock to get a silver or gold medal and the respective Steam
achievement.

The replayability depends on whether you're into time-attack or not. Either way i can highly recommend this game so make sure
to get it (when it's on sale)!. Recog is a rather fun game though, not without it's flaws. I like the strategy\/industry focus in the
game it makes for a good goal, staying alive. The game as mentioned by the developers is hard and it is but, it is just hard not
infuriating if you lose you can go back to an earlier save and try again not all is lost and you have all the time in the work to
retry. The game has interesting content but, as far as a tutorial the videos online and the wiki don't answer all the questions a
new player might have. I think that the game is still new and needs to develop more but, has alot of potential. Do not buy the
game later if you are planning on doing so buy it now to help develop the game but, only if you a certain you will get it later. I
would rate this game 8\/10.. Thank you Capcom. wouldnt even start up for me!!. A while back I would have recommended this
with a couple caveats, but you can honestly get better for free these days. The idiotproof solution is ShadowPlay if you have an
nVidia card, or Open Broadcaster Software if you use ATI or want more options. Both of those have much better compression
codecs, lower overhead, a recording buffer feature, and Twitch integration. PlayClaw isn't bad, it's just horribly outclassed..
Simultaneously feels nostalgic and very new, merging old-school graphics and play style with an original story concept and open-
world format. I found myself lol-ing at the witty dialogue many times and genuinely attached to several of the characters.
Already started my second playthrough!
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Very fun bullet-hell game with visually appealing graphics, including wireframe enemies and I have no clue what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the player is, but it's cool looking. Anyone looking for a cheap game to play for a few minutes at a
time will enjoy this game. Certain parts of the game can be challenging, but overall an enjoyable experience. Would
recommend!. Worth buying at full price!. I wanted to play with this in Campain mode. WHy cant I do that?. DEAR. this game
maker

are you crazy?

why patch super jump??

after patch .. if you play this game and finish.. i give you dragon 10 staff

reset jump .. and last place easy patch

so.. you don't do

I Find you. An eye-opening game!

I've thought of colonizing Mars as something we may do, later on, somehow. I'm sure they'll figure out how to do it.

After playing this game, now I can see that colonizing Mars really is something that we can do. I feel like I can join in on the
discussion on colonizing Mars, or at least listen and understand more of what people are saying; understand what's needed, and
what the concerns are. I feel like I understand the kind of life the colonists will have, on Mars. After playing this game, my
whole view of Mars has changed: it's another place; not all that different from Earth, but without any oxygen, which is kind of a
problem. For the first time, I could imagine myself on the surface of Mars, and felt like I could feel what colonists might really
experience there. I'm really glad I played this game.

From a gameplay perspective: colonizing Mars, is a lot different than playing Sim City. There are different challenges than in
other games in this genre. Decisions are much more critical. If you go short on a resource you need: you could easily die. In
other games, you can often go short on a resource for a while, and be fine. Not here. When I started losing power without
realizing it at first, it lead to a very tense few moments as I struggled to overcome the problem. Then all my colonists died, when
I could not fix the problem fast enough. It's something that could really happen on Mars. You have to search for the future
problem and fix it before it can become an emergancy, deciding what is and what isn't going to become a majour problem is
what really makes this game.

It's an easy game to pick up, too. I played without the tutorial, and felt comfortable, fast. I think almost anyone could play this
game, and it's truely a great experience for everyone to have. I'm glad I played this game, and I think you will be, too. :). I love
it. Music is great, scenes are very abstractive but it all fits together. Perfect VR Experience!. Mr. Foster. My gay fetish.
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